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Jacqueline Humbert, Smoothest Chanteuse on the West Coast 
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ABS,RACT, YET TOUCHING NONETHELESS 
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gently from one to another that you easily lost 
I'v got a crush on someone, but it can never track of which composer was which. She 
wo k out. She's fictional. It's Linda; the aban- performed throughout with only electronic 
do ed heroine of Robert Ashley's opera Im- accompaniment. A few of the songs relied on 
probement: Don Leaves Linda. Linda is im- recorded noises, like crickets, roaring truck 
perturhahle in crisis, endlessly vulnerable and engines, and rainstorms, but more had con 
endlessly unafraid, distrustful ofno one, bod- ventionally tonal music played in sophisticat 
hidttva and ingenue rolled into one. Her edly synthesized timbres. And several com 
sig~1 s curve gracefully, her every spoken posers from whom we're used to abstract 
sen ence is a melody devoid of sharp edges. noise exercises unexpectedly came across . 

. A . ale projection, doubtless, but hardly a with dark emotions and bold political state 
stetfotype. Unfortunately, I feel that for two ments. Like Tenney, in a Kurt Weill-ish apoc 
people to behappy together, they should at alyptic pop song written for Humbert after 
least share the same ontological status. John Lennon was shot: Listen, little man, time 

However, there is singer-performance is running out. 
arti· t Jacqueline Humbert, who does exist, The earth is growing weary of you and 
an who "created" the role of Linda, to use me .... No more Je. sus, n.o more Bud.dha, no 
ope a-world parlance-or in inore Down- more Marx, Mohammed, Mao, 'cause it's you 
tow terms, around whom Ashley wrote the and I that have to do it now. Pop and c&w 
cha acter. She had a career in the late 1970s styles made frequent irony-laced appearances 
as J Jasmine, singing provocative lyrics over in this electronic context, including in "Don't 
ag lessive piano and boppy electronics pro- Get Your Hopes Up" from Ashley's recent 
vid d by her husband/collaborator David opera Dust, a song about suburban infidelity 
Ros• nboom, who himself has become one of almost cheap in its heartbreaking homespun 
the eading lights of interactive computer beauty. Humbert sounded a little like Ashley 

osition. Then, apparently, Humbert (and therefore Linda) 1n her own Profile, in 
too a couple of decades off to work and raise which she-answered questions in a psycho 
chil ren, and we were mainly exposed to logical survey given by· a recorded voice, 
her at least here in New York-through her though with an impatient edge that Linda 
role in Ashley's inimitable operas. Now she's would never have falleninto. ("Do you have 
rea y for a comeback on her own, and ap- trouble falling asleep?" "Sleep is vastly over 
pea ed at Lotus Music and Dance July 19 for rated I think.") More abstractly, she spoke into 
a pr gram of her own music and works writ- a bottle, for resonance, a lullaby by sonic 
ten r her. conceptualist Lucier, giving directions for 

atever personal qualities Humbert what kind of sounds to make around a baby: 
may share with Linda I have no idea, but their "Gently blow white noise around the child's 
voe characteristics are identical. Within new head at pitches and speeds and in directions 
mus c, Humbert, living in California, is the op- and shapes that suggest the motions of wind, 
posi e of our abrupt New York divas: Shelley water, birds, fish, plants ... " Abstract, yet 
Her h, Lenore Von Stein, Diamanda Galas. touching nonetheless. 
H ert sings with as much counterintuitive It's mesmerizing how much personality 
ori · ality, but every note is rounded off, every Humbert has developed since her J. Jasmine 
trans ition smoothed, every hand motion ele- days, every gesture so seductive, every tum of 
gantly calculated, every emotion tapered off, phrase so distinctive, the personality always 
every word entering the ear with the feel of coming through among the. most disparate 
velv!'t. So many California musicians have pieces. Some of these would have done well _.,,-// . .· -- 
mov. d to New. York and vice versa, you think with live accom·p· anim. ent,.oth .. ers all. ow.ed. her R~ckefeller Cente_r .• 51st & .6Jh Ave. 
thes • geographic stereotypes have ceased to to do things with her-voice-s-overdubbing it, M1dto~n, 716 Lexingto~ Ave. 
appl , and then one hits you in the face. delaying it, and allowingher to create the The \llll~gi,, 405-1~7 Sixth Ave. . 

The smoothness even applies from one impression of a vocal tn~thai:sh~ .couldn't- .. ''And38 o.t/]er M,etro /ff and New Jersey locations" 
piect to the next. Humbert put together a have done ~thout Roserib_oM-(s eleiitr:ofli¢~->> •:•""'· !!J_gfJ~ t~,:~;!ve.~~'!1., (~':~~~~/~c~q!f:?~a~Y,~f-.;._ 
program of works ·by herself, Ashley, James But every line glow--' ···-•'- ·'--· n .. _ '- -= · --~~""'-"""' --•'-"""•~-~:~..,=- "· -"··"'·"'· '""·"' · .,,, "'·" 0" ""· • 
Tenrtey, Larry PolanskY,,,JJl.ia1io~~~~,£&~~~awO 
Alvirt Lucier and others, and modulated so reminded me of her 
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